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TAMPA AND THE NEW URBAN SOUTH:
THE WEIGHT STRIKE OF 1899
by GARY R. M ORMINO

decade of the nineties is the watershed of American
“Thistory,”
wrote Henry Steele Commager in The American
HE

Mind.1 The case of Tampa, Florida, in this period reinforces
Commager’s suggestive thesis that the ten years before the beginning of the twentieth century ushered in modern values accompanied by a profound population change, economic transformation, and urban problems. War, immigration, urbanization, racial turmoil, labor strife, and industrialization— crises
of the nineties— helped forge the transformation of Tampa during
this era which resulted in the 1899 “Huelga de la Pesa,” (the
Weight Strike) and its aftermath.
Hernando de Soto’s discovery of Tampa Bay in 1539 aroused
interest about Florida’s west coast. Yet despite the geographical
advantages of a good port, a rich hinterland, a sunny climate,
and cheap land, Tampa stood outside the major areas of growth
in Florida for 350 years. In 1880, census takers reported 720
inhabitants, a loss of seventy-six people from the previous
count. 2 Naturalist Kirk Munroe noted in 1882 that “Tampa
once reached is found to be a sleepy, shabby Southern town.“3
When the first of Henry Bradley Plant’s trains reached Tampa
in 1883, visitors saw a city “as dead as a fishing village . . . the
sidewalks were poor, the houses weather-beaten . . . things were
generally rusting instead of wearing out.“4 Changes began in
Gary R. Mormino is assistant professor of history, University of South
Florida, Tampa.
1. Henry Steele Commager, The American Mind: An Interpretation of
American Thought and Character Since the 1880s (New Haven, 1950), 41.
2. U.S. Census Office, Ninth Census of the United States, 1870, The Statistics of the Population of the United States, I, Table 3 (Washington,
1872), 98; U.S. Census Office, Tenth Census of the United States, 1880, The
Statistics of the Population of the United States, I, Table 3 (Washington, 1883), 118.
3. Kirk Munroe, “A Gulf Coast City,” The Christian Union, XXV (January 19, 1882), 54.
4. Wanton S. Webb, Wanton S. Webb’s Jacksonville and Consolidated
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1886, when Vicente Martinez Ybor chose it for his new cigar
factory.5 Dissatisfied with the labor climate in Key West and
uncertain of the political future of Cuba, Ybor selected Tampa
over other southern rivals— Galveston, Mobile, and Pensacola.
The fateful decision forever changed the direction of Tampa
and awakened the Gulf coast port town from its slumber.
Ybor moved more than his factory to Tampa; he built a new
city which lured thousands of Cubans and Spaniards from Key
West and Havana. Economic opportunities brought other groups
to the area, including several thousand Sicilians who arrived in
the 1890s. By 1890, Tampa (which then included the consolidated Ybor City) contained 5,532 inhabitants, making it one of
the fastest growing communities in the nation. Significantly,
over one half of the population was immigrant stock or the off6
Spring of immigrants . Tampa’s destiny was linked to the cigar
factories and their laboring forces.
By the turn of the century, Tampa contained five distinct
ethnic groups: Cubans, Spaniards, Italians, Afro-Americans, and
white natives— the last of these predominantly of southern descent.
Demographically, almost three-quarters of Tampa’s 15,839person population in 1900 claimed first or second-generation
immigrant status or were of Afro-American background.7 West
Tampa, which would not be incorporated into Tampa until
1924, boasted an almost exclusively Latin population; in 1910
its 8,258 residents included only 626 whites of native parentage.8
Thus, Tampa lacked ethnic groups traditionally associated with
industrial cities. Irish and Germans, familiar working-class
groups, shunned Tampa; in 1900 they numbered fewer than
200 individuals. The Tribune noted in 1896 that Tampa would
again ignore St. Patrick’s Day, certainly a rarity in urban
America. 9
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Directory of the Representative Cities of East and South Florida, 1886
(Jacksonville, 1886), 519.
Durward Long, “Making of Modern Tampa: A City of the New South,
1885-1911,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLIX (April 1971), 336.
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Compendium of the Eleventh Census: 1890,
Table 20, (Washington, 1892), 672-73.
U.S. Census Office, Twelfth Census of the United States: 1900, Population, II, Population-Florida, Table 27 (Washington, 1902), 214; U.S.
Census Office, Thirteenth Census of the United States: 1910, Population,
II, Population-Florida, Table 2 (Washington, 1912), 330.
Thirteenth Census of the United States: 1910, Population, Table 4, 332.
See also Tampa Morning Tribune, June 23, 1895.
Tampa Morning Tribune, March 17, 1896.
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Tampa was an island in the South: a Latin enclave in a
region dominated by native Southerners, an industrial town
amidst rural poverty. Cigar manufacturing had changed Tampa,
and the economic well-being of the community would henceforth
be measured by the public’s smoking habits, the availability of
Cuban tobacco, and the mood of the Latin work force. More
and more, the economics of Tampa were a result of decisions
made in Washington, Havana, or on Wall Street, not downtown
on Franklin Street. The evolution of Tampa from an obscure,
self-contained backwater port in the 1880s to an integrated,
modern, industrial complex parallels the urban transformation
described by Robert Wiebe in The Search for Order.10
Quantum gains had been achieved in the cigar industry
since the first factories had opened. In 1886 customs receipts
(the value of the city’s exports) at the port of Tampa totalled
$2,508; by 1900 the duties (chiefly tobacco related) approached
a million dollars a year. 11 The McKinley tariff of 1890 had
spurred several foreign cigar manufacturers to transfer their
plants to Tampa where they could import bulk tobacco and
convert it into finished products with the aid of skilled immigrant labor. By the turn of the century, 111,000,000 cigars
were being produced annually in Tampa’s factories, a staggering
amount since the cigars were individually handrolled.12 In 1900
Tampa received 1,180 tons of Cuban tobacco valued at nearly
$3,000,000, which was transformed into $10,000,000 worth of
cigar exports. 13 Tampa ranked tenth in the nation in custom’s
collections, due largely to the burgeoning cigar industry. As the
Tribune noted in 1896: “The cigar industry is to this city what
the iron industry is to Pittsburgh, or cotton mill industry to

10. Robert Wiebe, The Search for Order, 1877-1920, American Century
Series (New York, 1967).
11. Roland Rerick, Memoirs of Florida, 2 vols. (Atlanta, 1902), II, 222;
Tampa Morning Tribune, January 6, 1895, and June 23, 1895; Quien
Sabe, “Early Days of Ybor City and the Beginning of the Cigar Industry,”
Federal Writers’ Project, Works Progress Administration for the State
of Florida, 61-70, Florida Historical Society Library, University of South
Florida Library, Tampa. “Quien Sabe” was the pseudonym of June
Connor, a long-time confidant of the cigar manufacturers.
12. Willis Baer, The Economic Development of the Cigar Industry in the
United States (Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 1933), 137; Tampa Morning
Tribune, February 8, 1900.
13. Rerick, Memoirs of Florida, II, 22.
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Manchester, and it is truly gratifying to note that summer
business is holding up wonderfully well.14
When compared to the rest of Florida the Tampa cigar
industry loomed even more impressive. In 1900 cigarmakers
earned $2,000,000 in wages, making them the highest paid and
most heavily concentrated work force in the state. By the beginning of the twentieth century, Tampa had emerged as the
leading industrial center in Florida and the unrivalled producer
of clear Havana cigars for the world.15 Tampa’s industrial profile reflected the unique characteristics of the cigar industry. No
soot-belching factories blackened her skyline; rather, the city’s
factories were populated by craftsmen who carried on traditional
skills of handrolling cigars. In New York and Philadelphia
machines were used mainly for the manufacture of the cheaper
five-cent cigars. Tampa’s “El Principe de Gales” and “La
Floridana” factories targeted their production for discriminating consumers, a clientele willing to pay a premium price for
craftsmanship.
In many ways Tampa’s economy stood in a transitional stage
in the 1890s from the preindustrial cottage factories to the
modern, mechanized complexes of the twentieth century. Clear
Havana cigars were rolled at wooden desks, usually by men,
although the industry also employed many women. Cigarmakers
worked side by side at benches in the gallera (work-floor),
cutting, filling, rolling, selecting, and placing their products by
size and color. Only hand tools were used — la chaveta (curved
knife) and la mequina (cutter)— and workers owned their tools.
The skill to roll several hundred maravillas a day came only
after years of apprenticeship.16
14.
15.

Tampa Morning Tribune, July 30, 1896.
U.S. Census Office, Twelfth Census of the United States: 1900, Statistics
of Manufacturers, Part II (Washington, 1902), 126-29. The term “clear
Havana” cigar referred to the exclusive use of the more expensive Cuban
tobacco. In 1899 the Florida Cigarette Law was passed, prohibiting the
sale of cigarettes in the state. Tampa Morning Tribune, July 12, 1899.
16. U.S. Recovery Administration, Division of Review, Industries Studies
Section, Tobacco Unit, The Tobacco Study (Washington, 1936), 142;
Interviews with Joseph Maniscalco, April 3, 1980; Alex Scaglione, April 2,
1980; Paul Longo, June 12, 1980. Interviews were conducted by the
author in Tampa and are part of the University of South Florida and
University of Florida Oral History Programs. Tapes may be consulted
at the Florida Historical Society Library at the University of South
Florida and in the oral history office, Florida State Museum, Gainesville.
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The workers jealously guarded an assortment of unwritten
fringe benefits which further accentuated their unique place in
American industry. Cigar workers, for instance, indulged in
frequent coffee breaks— the cafetero — a privilege scarcely shared
with other laborers at that time. Between cups of cafe con leche,
workers indulged in still another fringe benefit— complimentary
smokes. Most symbolic of the pre-industrial nature of the craft
was the lector. Cigarmaking revolved around a series of monotonous tasks. To relieve the boredom, workers elected a
paisano (countryman) to read aloud from an elevated perch.17
Since the machineless gallera was relatively quiet, a lector could
easily read the classics and novellas to over 500 workers at a time.
The readings were sprinkled with strong flavorings of Zola, Hugo,
Kropotkin, and Cervantes, as well as items from the radical and
labor press. 18 To the cigarworkers, the work atmosphere
symbolized a way of work and a life filled with ritualistic
meaning.
The inspiration and drive behind Tampa’s economic livelihood was due to a group of first-generation Spanish and Cuban
cigar barons. The illustrious career of Vicente Martinez Ybor
embodied the origins and development of the industry. Born
the son of wealthy parents in 1818 in Valencia, Spain, Ybor emigrated to Cuba to escape the draft. There, displaying the deft
touch of a man on the move, he helped to modernize a primitive
economy. He capitalized on a cottage industry by first organizing
the farmers in the rich Vuelta Abajo region and then encouraging
them to move into Havana to become full-time cigarmakers at
his new factory. He began manufacturing his famous “El
19
Principe de Gales” brand in 1853 . Political intrigue and revolu17. Louis A. Perez, “Reminiscences of a Lector: Cuban Cigar Workers in
Tampa,” Florida Historical Quarterly, LIII (April 1975), 443-49; “Older
Cigarmakers Miss Factory Reader,” Tampa Daily Times, April 23, 1946;
“Ybor City, Latin Population, The Lector System,” Federal Writers’
Project, 18-20. Only one Italian, Onofrio Palermo, is known to have
been elected to the prestigious position of lector. Interview with Nelson
Palermo, October 18, 1979, Tampa. Tapes at the Florida State Museum.
18. Interview with Jose Vega Diaz, May 2, 1980, Tampa; interviews with
Paul Longo, Joseph Maniscalco, and Alex Scaglione, tapes at the
Florida State Museum.
19. Glenn Westfall, “Don Vicente Martinez Ybor, the Man and His Empire:
Development of the Clear Havana Industry in Cuba and Florida in
the Nineteenth Century” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Florida,
1977), 10-11, 16-21.
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tion forced Ybor to move his factories from Havana to Key West,
Florida, in 1868. His success there lured other Spanish and Cuban
patrones to the island. Yet it was Key West’s inaccessibility and
growing labor problems that brought Ybor to Tampa in 1886.20
That community promised to fulfill both his social demands and
his economic considerations. He planned Ybor City as a
company town, modeled after a successful example at Pullman,
Illinois. Access to rail and sea transportation and cheap land
motivated the move, but also, the “isolation” of Tampa would
help to control the work force.
Control, of course, was buffered by benevolent paternalism.
During the industry’s early years in Tampa, ownership remained
predominately first-generation Latin patrones. Men such as
Eduardo Manrara, Ignacio Haya, Serafin Sanchez, Emilio Pons,
Jose Morales, and Joseph Seidenberg followed Ybor’s example
and located their factories in Tampa. Latin workers followed.
Owners and craftsmen functioned in a symbiotic relationship
during this formative period. The benevolent paternalists cared
deeply for the welfare of their workers, who were also their
countrymen. It is no accident that most cigar manufacturers
supported the popular Cuban Revolution-obviously for economic
reasons— but also for patriotic and personal satisfaction.
Paternalism underscored the cigar barons’ relationship with
their Latin kin during the period 1886-1899. In a variety of ways,
the Ybors and Hayas eased the difficult transition from the preindustrial villages of Sicily, Spain, and Cuba to the frontierurban-industrial setting of Tampa. High wages (skilled cigarmakers earned handsome wages for that period) attracted
thousands of immigrants to Florida. In other tangible ways as
well, the patrones demonstrated their paternalistic touch.
Examples abound. When Ybor’s first cigar factory was completed he donated the temporary wooden structure to his workers
for use as a theatre, and later as the “Liceo Cubana.” When
financial problems threatened the intra-city railway connecting
Ybor City with Tampa, Ybor and Manrara bought the system,
partly to allow workers to visit parks on weekends. The three
20. Ibid., 21-46.
21. Interview with Emilio Del Rio, August 3, 1979, tape at Florida State
Museum; Emilio Del Rio, Yo fui uno de Los Fundadores de Ybor City
(Tampa, 1950), 11; “Early Days in Ybor City, narrated by Fernando
Lemos,” Federal Writers’ Project, 53.
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and one-half mile line ran to the doors of every factory in
town.22 Ybor and Sanchez solved the persistent housing shortage by building homes and selling them to the workers for
between $750 and $900.23
The volatile Latin temperament required Ybor’s adroit skills
in the intangible areas of morale and custom. In 1888, dissatisfaction, yellow fever, and homesickness gripped the Cuban
workers, and a mass exodus threatened to depopulate Ybor City.
Ybor masterfully invited the low-spirited Latins— several hundred
in all— to a gala fiesta at his farm. Reportedly, Ybor personally
fetched each worker in his private carriage and escorted him to
his retreat for a night-long hog roast. To further mollify his
employees, Ybor distributed $6,000 in presents to the group.24
The Tampa Morning Tribune, a bastion of conservatism,
trumpeted the economic harmony that existed between Ybor
City cigars and New South prosperity, between simpatico Latin
patrones and cheerful yet obedient immigrants. In a number of
editorials, the Tribune ballyhooed Tampa as the shiniest of the
New South constellations: “Tampa’s prospect of being a city
with a population of 100,000 is as bright as an incandescent
light.“25 “In less than ten years,” the paper predicted, “the whir
of the loom, the ring of the anvil and the whistle of the engine
will break the silence of centuries. . . . Yes, for the first time in
the history of our country, the dear old Southland is a choice spot
of the immigrant, farmer and timber cutter.“26
A prosperity built on cigar smoke, as some Tampa civic
leaders cautioned, was an economy resting on a weak foundation.
“Experience has taught the farmer that he must diversify his
crops if he would prosper,” wrote a Tampa Morning Tribune
reporter in 1896. “It has also taught cities in more instances
than one that they must not depend solely on one line of
business or industry, for prosperity. Tampa has now got itself
into a place where it is likely to be taught the same lesson whatever the cost may be. For three years now the TRIBUNE has
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

“Ybor City, General Description, Latin Populations,” Federal Writers’
Project, 164-65; Quien Sabe, “Early Days of Ybor City,” 64.
Quien Sabe, “Early Days of Ybor City,” 71.
Tampa Journal, January 12, 1888; “Early Days in Ybor City, as narrated by Fernando Lemos,” Federal Writers’ Project, 56.
Tampa Morning Tribune, June 13, 1897.
Ibid., February 12, 1895.
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urged that our leading . . . men should use all honorable means
to establish other manufacturing enterprises other than the cigar
industry in this city.“27
Tampa, represented by the Tribune, leading merchants, and
old families, initially welcomed the cigar industry to the area.
Indeed, during the formative period, the Tribune staunchly defended the Latin workers and their customs. In 1890 when a
strike threatened the Ybor factory, the Tribune counseled, “There
are two sides to every question.“28 That same year, some Hyde
Park residents complained that immigrants sullied the town’s
good name by engaging in “Sunday circuses” on the Lord’s day.
“We are convinced,” the Tribune noted in an editorial, “that
the most orthodox Christians of Tampa recognize the fact that
the ideas and habits of the Cuban population in our midst are
quite different from theirs. We sincerely believe that if the
citizens of Ybor City are left alone, there will never be any
clash between them and the people of Tampa on this score.
After a long and intimate acquaintance with a majority of the
cigar manufacturers . . . we are confident that they do not desire
or intend to insult the moral or religious sense of this community.” In conclusion, the Tribune underlined the basis of
future harmony: “The people of Ybor City and Tampa will
understand each other if let alone.“29
In good times the Ybor City-Tampa nexus functioned
harmoniously, but what might happen when the factory gates
closed? In truth, the relationship between the WASPish Tampa
community and the Latin factory town was a thin veneer, hiding
deeply-ingrained prejudices, nativist suspicions, and competing
philosophies. As long as immigrant cigarmakers toiled cheerfully and remained in their Latin ghetto, town-worker harmony
prevailed. 30 Ybor City was a self-contained enclave, and Latins
seldom strayed from its insular borders. But to guard against
future labor-ethnic strife, the Tampa Board of Trade promised

27. Ibid., May 23, 1896.
28. Tampa Tribune, January 15, 1890.
29. Ibid., January 9, 1890.
30. John Higham, Strangers in the Land: Patterns of American Nativism,
1860-1925 (New Brunswick, 1955). Higham identifies three principal
strands of nativism: anti-Catholicism, anti-radicalism, and a fear of
foreigners.
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Ybor and his associates that the police would be available to
ferret out agitators and radicals from their industries.31
The influx of thousands of aliens, the creation of company
towns where once there had been primeval forest, and the pace
of urban life profoundly shook the Tampa establishment. A
series of disturbances in the late 1890s caused consternation in
the Tampa establishment. The Cuban insurrection in 1895,
which culminated in the Spanish-American War, affected Tampa
as it did no other American city. A hotbed for Cuban revolutionary activity throughout the 1890s and a favorite port for filibustering patriots, Tampa was selected as the chief port of embarkation for American military forces. This political plum,
which advertised Tampa to the world, brought major problems
along with the commercial advantages which accrued to the
community. 32
Tampa was not prepared to serve as a staging ground for the
navy and army. Inadequate port facilities, an overburdened onetrack railroad, tropical weather, profit-gouging merchants, and
an ill-conceived battle plan gave the city infamous publicity.
Correspondents from Europe and Asia (even the Daily Iowa
Capitol sent a reporter to Tampa) arrived in town and unleashed a barrage of unabashed, fault-finding lampoons.33 “There
is sand, and then sand, and lastly sand,” lamented one author.34
“Tampa,” complained Outlook’s George Kennan, “is a huddled
collection of generally insignificant buildings standing in an arid
desert of sand, and to me it suggests the city of Semipalatinsk— a
wretched, verdureless town in southern Siberia. . . . Thriving
and prosperous Tampa may be, but attractive and pleasing it
certainly is not.“35
Soldiers gleefully joined reporters in a crescendo of enmities
directed towards what one veteran described as a “city chiefly
composed of derelict wooden houses drifting on an ocean of
31. Minutes of the Tampa Board of Trade, March 8, 1887, Ledger I, 41.
32. William J. Schellings, “The Role of Florida in the Spanish American
War, 1898” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Florida, 1958); William J.
Schellings, “Tampa, Florida: Its Role in the Spanish American War”
(master’s thesis, University of Miami, 1954).
33. Charles H. Brown, The Correspondent’s War: Journalists in the SpanishAmerican War (New York, 1967), 202-34.
34. John Black Atkins, The War in Cuba (London, 1899), 20.
35. George Kennan, Campaigning in Cuba (New York, 1899), 2-3.
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sand.“ By August 1898, Tampa had provided quarters for
66,478 soldiers, thousands of animals, and tons of supplies.37
“The streets are jammed with army teams,” Baltimore Mayor
Joseph Pangborn exclaimed during a visit, “and the sidewalks
are thronged with soldiers, civilians, contractors and the like. . . .
Tampa has been completely transformed since my first arrival
here, the middle of March. . . . Now everything is booming. There
is not an empty structure in town and any number of temporary
ones have gone up.“38
Feisty soldiers occasionally brought the battle to Ybor City
where many of the Spanish residents and institutions were
suspected of disloyalty. “Some of the regular soldiers are giving
the people of Ybor City considerable trouble,” reported the
Tribune. “They demolish saloons, theatres and restaurants and
other places of amusement with avidity and as regular as the
click of a Waterbury watch. They shoot out the electric lights,
climb on top of street cars, and are in all kinds of diabolical
mischief that hoodlums can possible conceive.“39
The presence of the military generally helped Tampa’s
economy, although there were some groups which were hurt
during the period. This was particularly true of the black
population. Rural southern blacks had begun moving to Tampa
in large numbers after the Reconstruction era. In 1890, 1,632
blacks lived in the city, and the number increased to 2,926 a
decade later. Blacks composed nearly twenty per cent of the
population in 1900.40
Friction between Tampa whites and blacks had existed for
many years. The execution of Harry Singlton, a black man
36. Richard Harding Davis, “The Rocking-Chair Period of the War,”
Scribner’s Magazine, XXIV (August 1898), 132.
37. Schellings, “Tampa, Florida: Its Role in the Spanish American War,”
72; U.S. Congress, House, Reports of the War Department for the Year
Ending June 30, 1898, House Document 2, 55th Congress, 3rd Session,
II, 264.
38. Tampa Morning Tribune, May 29, 1898. Mayor Pangborn had visited
Tampa during March 1898.
39. Ibid., June 8, 1898. During the war, American troops closed the Spanish
clubhouse, Centro Español. “Ybor City, Historical Data,” Federal
Writers’ Project, 401; Tampa Morning Tribune, April 19, 1899, reported the exodus from Tampa of 150 Spaniards.
40. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Compendium of the Eleventh Census: 1890,
Table 20; Twelfth Census of the United States: 1900, Population, II,
Statistics of Population, Table 27, 214; Thirteenth Census of the United
States: 1910, Population, II, Population-Florida, Table 2, 330.
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convicted of killing a white policeman, touched off a series of
protests in “the Scrub,” the city’s black ward. His hanging in
1898, the first public execution in the city since the Civil War,
attracted a crowd of 5,000.41
The Spanish-American War intensified the strained relations
between whites and blacks. Bickering between white soldiers and
Tampa blacks increased during the summer of 1898. There was
little criticism when white soldiers wrecked saloons or caused
other disturbances, but when black military men, part of a
contingent of 4,000 such troops in Tampa, created problems,
there was immediate and serious reaction. A race riot occurred
when black troopers of the Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Regiments objected to intoxicated white volunteers from Ohio shooting at a young black boy.42 “It is indeed very humiliating to the
American citizens and especially to the people of Tampa . . . ,”
argued the Tribune, “to be compelled to submit to the insults
and mendacity perpetrated by the colored troops that are now
camped in this city on the account of the inadequacy of the
police force.“43
Blacks continued to challenge segregation and discrimination
after the Spanish-American War. A direct challenge to Tampa’s
economic-social establishment appeared in the spring of 1899,
when James Christopher, a black newspaper editor from Brunswick, Georgia, arrived. He immediately launched The Union
Labor Recorder, a journal which scathed Tampa businessmen
and politicians. His attack on the police department precipitated
a fight between him and a policeman, and Christopher was shot
and killed.44 Over 5,000 blacks marched in protest at his funeral.
According to the Tribune, “The laboring negro left to themselves, are the last people in the world to form mobs and provoke riots. . . . Under such dangerous leadership, they fall into
the ludicrous error that the white man is his sworn and lasting
enemy, that he is being treated like a dog, denied his rights,
assaulted for amusement, and slaughtered for pastime.“45 The
41. Tampa Morning Tribune, September 27, 1895, January 7, 8, August 7,
1898.
42. Willard Gatewood, “Negro Troops in Florida, 1898,” Florida Historical
Quarterly, XLIX (July 1970), 2-5; Tampa Morning Tribune, June 8,
1898; May 18, 1898; May 5, 1898.
43. Tampa Morning Tribune, May 12, 1898.
44. Ibid., June 25, 26, 1899.
45. Ibid., June 27, 1899.
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Tribune added an ominous note: “Other agitators of his stamp
who are deceiving the negroes of the South, should read the
turbulent story of Christopher and mark the lesson well.46
The frustration and anxiety of the 1890s, exemplified in
national terms by depression, war, and rebellion, saw local
Tampans turn to their latest problem— new alien immigrants
arriving in their midst. Several thousand Sicilians had settled
in Tampa by the mid-1890s, many ironically seeking refuge to
escape the nativist persecution suffered in New Orleans where
eleven Italians had been murdered by vigilantes in 1891. 47
Sicilians, according to Tampans, carried with them the deadly
germ of organized crime. After an alleged rape of a Spanish girl
by an Italian immigrant, an 1897 letter to the editor suggested
that “the brute who committed the heinous crime belongs to the
Mighty Mafia. . . . Is it any wonder that such a flagrant case of
this should awaken in fathers and brothers a desire for lynching?”48
Lynch law was barely averted in 1899. Giuseppe Licata, an
Italian immigrant, was accused of killing a rural farmer in a
quarrel over a cow. A group of Pasco County farmers marched
on the Tampa jail, demanding that he be released for justice.
Licata was later found innocent of the charges, but the Tribune
felt it was necessary to warn the city’s newest Latin group: “We
want no Mafia in Tampa.“49 The scare revealed a community
troubled over the changing values that progress had brought.
Rural Floridians and WASPish Tampans chaffed at the presence
of this mass of Catholic foreigners in their midst. Latin customs
offended many citizens. “The Cuban population seems to have
very little decency in their composition,” the Tribune sneered
in 1896, “You can at any time of the day if you promenade
along the streets of West Tampa or Ybor City see children from
all ages . . . playing around in the garb which nature gave them
with a little additional covering of dust or cheesecloth . . . while
the smiling parents watch them without a word of reproof.“50
Latin and black neighborhoods were perceived as spawning
grounds for crime and violence. “Tampa is establishing a reputa46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Ibid.
Richard Gambino, Vendetta (New York, 1977).
Tampa Morning Tribune, November 6, 1897.
Ibid., November 9, 10, 1899.
Ibid., August 4, 1896.
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tion for being a very wicked city,” the Ocala Mail and Express
noted. “She has surpassed all records of brutal fights, desperate
deeds, ugly murders, and factionalism. With all her show of
prosperity, people will not be inclined to reside in a place where
sensitive nerves are shocked and lives endangered every day.“51
Occasionally, Anglos clashed with Latins. “The Americans felt
a racial hatred toward us,” remembered Dr. Manuel Santos.
“Our mutual aid societies formed entertainment here, and many
times se formaba bulla [literally, ‘noise was made’], because
these Americans entered the picnics and would get drunk.
When they would get drunk, se netian [they put themselves on]
our women in order to start a quarrel.“52 Other Latins vividly
recall an historic poster at the Sulphur Springs swimming pool:
“NO DOGS, NIGGERS OR LATINS ALLOWED.“53
By the 1890s in some quarters, the Latin flavor of Tampa’s
cigar industry was under attack. The resentment stemmed from
an obvious demographic imbalance: virtually no Anglos were
employed in any of the nearly 4,000 jobs. James Wood, labor
organizer for the Cigarmakers’ Union, criticized the manufacturers as being “un-American,” charging that “an American
citizen in Tampa has as much chance of being hired in a cigar
factory as being elected Senator.” Wood, dissatisfied over
failures to unionize the Ybor City work force, and disillusioned
over the Latin predominance in the industry, suggested restricting immigration during periods of widescale domestic unemployment— as during the 1890s depression. “The very men who have
devoted their life’s labor to the upbuilding and beautifying of
this country,” maintained Wood, “are forced to walk the streets
in idleness, be called tramps and other such scurrilous epithets.“54
If native Americans began changing their perceptions of Latins
in the 1890s, so too did Cubans reconsider their relationship to
the Tampa community. Throughout the decade, the rallying cry
had been “Cuba Libre!” The insurrections and conflicts, culminating in the 1898 spectacle, had achieved victory but not peace.
51. Ocala Mail Express editorial, reprinted in Tampa Morning Tribune,
August 10, 1897.
52. “Personal History of Dr. M. Santos,” Federal Writers’ Project, 595.
53. Interviews with Philip Spoto, June 30, 1979, Tampa, and Nelson
Palermo, October 18, 1979, Tampa.
54. “Report of Organizer,” Cigar Makers Official Journal, XXI (August
1896), 14.
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Many of Tampa’s Cubans, exhilarated by independence, repatriated to the homeland only to find economic chaos and political
embitterment.55 Many returned to Tampa— one-way passage by
steamer was only ten dollars— and stories such as the following
appeared frequently in 1898 and 1899: “The return of about 140
Cubans to this city from Havana yesterday speaks volumes in
favor of Tampa. Most of these men left here after the war with
hope of bettering their condition in their native land. They have
been there long enough to give it a fair trial. . . . They were
glad to get back to Tampa, their new found home. . . . After
seeing so many starving people in Havana . . . hundreds . . .
would gladly return to Tampa if they had money.“56 Some returned prepared to fight for what one Tampa historian has
called “long deferred class issues.” He writes: “For three years,
the cigar workers had labored under a patriotic injunction
against strikes. As the moratorium on labor activity lapsed, increasing attention was given to working conditions.“57
Cigarmakers, the majority of whom were still unorganized in
1899, met stiffening resistance to their growing independence.
The rules were no longer the same. The introduction of weight
scales in the Martinez Ybor factory symbolized a new day in the
industry. Ostensibly, the scales were designed to weigh an
alloted amount of tobacco for the cigarmaker, but in reality, far
greater principles were at stake: power and custom. It had been
a tradition in the industry that the cigar filler was never weighed;
to question a Latin’s integrity challenged his dignity. The new
weight scales demanded precision, which left no room for preindustrial fringes such as “smokes” and scraps carried home in the
evening. A worker was now expected to roll a precise number
of cigars from his measured filler. Workers must have asked,
“What would Ybor or Sanchez have said?” But by May 1899,
most of the first generation patrones were dead. A new era had
arrived in Ybor City, personified by Yankee efficiency and
corporate rationality. The Latin pioneers— Joseph Seidenberg,
Jose Morales, Serafin Sanchez, Don Vicente Martinez Ybor— had
55. Joan Marie Steffy, “The Cuban Immigrants of Tampa, Florida, 18861898” (master’s thesis, University of South Florida, 1975), 129.
56. Tampa Morning Tribune, January 31, 1899.
57. Louis A. Perez, “Cubans in Tampa: From Exiles to Immigrants, 18921901,” Florida Historical Quarterly, LVII (October 1978), 135.
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all died in the years preceding 1899. At Ybor’s funeral, ten
Latin mutual aid societies marched in the cortege; by June 1,
1899, they would be marching in support of the “Huelga de
Pesa,” the weight strike.
To the new manufacturers, the weight system reflected
efficiency; to workers the scales represented a breach of faith.
The cigarmakers insisted the scales shortchanged the product.
To reinforce their message, they went out on strike— the first
major labor disturbance in a decade in Tampa. Management,
seeing an opportunity to reform an antiquated system, enforced a
lockout at their plants.59 By July of 1899, the “Huelga de Pesa”
was well under way.
The lockout galvanized the unorganized Ybor City work force
into a united front. “We will never give in,” an impassioned
strike leader told a crowd. “We are making a stand now for our
rights and we’ll starve before our surrender.“60 A committee was
organized to negotiate demands. Strikers gathered at the Labor
Temple to hear fiery speeches and to lunch at soup kitchens.
There were usually ten meetings a day at which the strikers “declaimed loudly and gesticulated wildly. They laughed and chatted
and frequented places of amusement; only the deserted factories
looked gloomy.“61 Cigar-makers effectively boycotted unsympathetic merchants in a demonstration of their solidarity.62
Mayor Frank C. Bowyer promised manufacturers police protection. To demonstrate the gravity of the situation, warrants
for twelve strike leaders were issued on July 13, 1899. The
leaders were duly arrested, and bond was set at $300 each.63
Peter Oliphant Knight, who prosecuted the case, was a political
ringmaker and economic force in Tampa, and he had long battled
the Latins. “We [Tampans],” he stated in 1897, “have always had
great difficulty to properly handle the foreign element that is in
this city.”64
Manufacturers showed great resolve and unity during the
early stages of the strike. The lockout had thrown 4,000 workers
Tampa Morning Tribune, November 17, December 16, 1896, November
11, 1899.
59. Ibid., July 7, 8, 9, 1899.
60. Ibid., July 11, 1899.
61. Ibid.
62. Ibid., July 9, 11, 1899.
63. Ibid., July 14, 15, 1899.
64. Ibid., October 13, 1897; July 15, 1899.
58.
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out of jobs, and some 1,400 Cubans left Tampa. More important, the manufacturers signed an “ironclad agreement,”
pledging to break the strikers.65 Repercussions of the crisis were
quickly in evidence. The shutdown meant $60,000-$70,000 in
weekly wages lost. Businessmen on Franklin Street, the hub of
Anglo-Saxon Tampa, reported the worst sales in several years.
Strikers, aware of their financial clout, compiled lists of merchants known to be sympathetic to the lockout.66
What began over a set of scales soon evolved into a major
battle for power and control. “A complaint so trivial as to be
almost ludicrous has caused the wholesale paralysis of industry,”
railed the Tribune. The powerful paper warned its readers: “If
the blame must rest on one particular element, it should fall
upon the anarchistic leaders who have urged the strikers into this
defiance and its results. There can be little doubt that the
Manrara strike was directly inspired by professional agitators.“67
The Tribune supported the manufacturers throughout the crisis.
In editorial after editorial, the paper sounded familiar themes:
“Tampa is afflicted with one of the most dangerous and obnoxious classes of people just now that ever has been tolerated by
any civilized community. It is the professional agitator. . . . These
people are regular anarchists, roaming the country, perpetrating
their diabolical acts in towns.“68 The strike unleashed a torrent
of nativistic insults: “Tampa can afford to lose cigarmakers.
Tampa cannot afford to lose cigar factories. . . . Every influence,
every sympathy of the people of Tampa should be with the
factories.“69
A committee of strikers responded to the Tribune’s accusations. “The Tribune would be willing to fill our county jail with
innocent men,” wrote Arturo Noviega, Joseph R. Torres, and
Morris Cracowaner, strike committee members, “simply because
the cigarmakers have the manhood to resist being crushed and
annihilated by organized capital. . . . ‘What a contrast to Democracy at the present date’.“70 The Tribune quipped: “It would
be a great picnic to turn a raft of hoodlums into a factory full of
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

Ibid., July 9, 1899; July 11, 1899; August 17, 1899.
Ibid., July 11, 1899; July 16, 1899; July 18, 1899.
Ibid., July 9, 1899.
Ibid., July 11, 1899.
Ibid., July 30, 1899.
Ibid., July 18, 1899.
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tobacco and tell them to make so many cigars every day, but it
would not be a bit funny for the manufacturers.“71
The end of the “Heulga de Pesa” came with surprising swiftness. On August 14, 1899, management conceded to the removal
of weight scales, in addition to a number of largely symbolic
issues. Workers had won every demand: abolition of the scales,
good material to be furnished, the committee of strikers to be
reinstated, wrappers to be furnished as late as 4:00 p.m., uniform wages for all grades of cigars, liberal supplies of ice water
to be available, coal to be used as fuel in winter, no sweeping
of the floors until after 6:00 p.m., and the factories were to be
thoroughly cleaned and scrubbed once a month. Most importantly, workers won the right to act under the direction of
the General Committee. Cigarworkers had lost approximately
$600,000 in wages during the strike and some 1,400 workers
most of whom had moved to Havana. They had, however, gained
an organizational beachhead. Workers soon formed an immigrant
union, “La Sociedad de Torcedores de Tampa,” commonly
called La Resistencia.72 Jose Vega Diaz, perhaps the last veteran
of the 1899 strike, later reminisced about the affair: “Oh, Huelga
de Pesal . . . What a strike! . . . We make a union. That’s how
we started La Resistencia. That was our worker’s union, the first.
We won that strike.“73
By the end of 1899, the Tribune reported, “the 120 Cigar
Factories . . . are working on full time.“74 Cigarmakers, exultant
in victory, and manufacturers, sombre in defeat, resumed work.
Victory for the workers had been complete, or so the jubilant
Latins thought. “Victory” had been largely symbolic, as it turned
out, the real test of power and control had just begun. The
“Huelga de Pesa” would soon be a relic of labor history; it
would be the last strike ever won by cigarmakers in Tampa.
The real victory of 1899 came not on the picket lines, but
rather at corporate headquarters on Wall Street and in Durham,
North Carolina. In September 1899, the creation of the Cigar
Trust was announced. Tampa would become the operational
base for this latest American conglomerate, the Havana71. Ibid.
72. Ibid., July 21, August 15, 1899.
73. Interview with Jose Vega Diaz, May 3, 1980, Tampa. Tape and transcript at the Florida State Museum.
74. Tampa Morning Tribune, December 3, 1899.
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American Company. 75 Two years later this company was
aggrandized by the American Tobacco Company, a $25,000,000
operation headed by James Duke and popularly known as the
Trust. By 1901, nearly ninety per cent of Cuba’s tobacco exports
and Tampa’s clear Havanas were controlled by the Trust.76
The decade of the 1890s had witnessed a revolution in
financial control and corporate leadership in Tampa’s cigar
industry. Latin entrepreneurs such as Haya and Ybor had
personally dominated the factories at the beginning of the
decade, imparting their own personalities and lifestyles to their
activities. By 1900, these patrones were either dead or no longer
active. The new industrial leadership emerged not from the
Vuelta Abajo, but from corporate boardrooms where decisions
were made “scientifically and efficiently.” The new corporate
heroes were men such as Eli Buchanan Witt, who began his
career in Tampa at about the time that the Ybors and Seidenbergs were retiring or dying. Born in Tennessee, Witt came to
Florida where he launched his career in cigars by retailing them
from a Tampa drugstore. He became associated with the Reynolds
Tobacco Company, first as a salesman and later as executive.77
Where Ybor needed only a handshake to finish a deal, Witt was
credited with establishing the first cash-on-delivery, wholesale,
trucking system in America. Where Ybor accompanied his
countrymen to fiestas and knew the names of all of his workers’
families, Witt used the new technological gadget— the telephone
— to make business contacts. Where Ybor abhorred industrial
technology because his customers demanded the perfection of a
handmade cigar, Witt became president of Hava-Tampa, a
company specializing in anti-unionism and machine-made cigars.
Where Ybor prided himself on the artistic perfection of a handcrafted “El Principe de Gales,” Witt perfected twentieth-century
practices such as giving away free matches with purchases and
pioneering the wooden tip and cellophane-wrapped cigar.
A new era dawned for the cigar industry, including new
methods of dealing with labor problems. In 1900, the Tampa
75. Ibid., September 17, 1899; Quien Sabe, “Early Days of Ybor City,” 69.
76. Carleton Beals, The Crime of Cuba (Philadelphia, 1933), 401; Stetson
Kennedy, Palmetto Country (New York, 1942), 279.
77. Tampa Daily Times, January 31, 1947; Tampa Morning Tribune, February 1, 1947.
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Cigar Manufacturer’s Association was established, avowedly for
the purpose of “group handling of labor relations.“78 The following year, the American Tobacco Company instructed its Tampa
representative to take a stern stand: “No union shop will be
permitted in Tampa.“79
During the first quarter of the twentieth century, Ybor City
and West Tampa exploded in a series of protracted and violent
struggles for power. In 1901, Tampa policemen, together with
extralegal vigilante squads, tried to enforce the new corporate
will. Immigrants were evicted by landlords, strikers were arrested
for vagrancy and deported, and union strike funds were rendered
unavailable when La Resistencia’s president and treasurer were
forcibly hijacked to Honduras .80 In 1910, workers and management battled for seven months— a strike highlighted by the hanging of two Italians, several shootings, and mass deprivation of
workers and their families. Again, management won.81 The 1920
strike culminated in a crescendo of violence and destruction,
leaving in its wake in Tampa the Ku Klux Klan and vigilante
justice. “I been in many a strike,” boasted Joe Maniscalco, a
longtime cigar worker. “Cigarmaker strike in 1910, 1920, 1931.
Cigarmaker lose every time.“82 Added Paul Longo, another
veteran of the cigar wars: “1920 was a big strike. 1910 was a bigger
strike. We lose. But sometimes the best thing to say is nothing.“83
Viewed in perspective, the 1899 Weight Strike can be seen as
a transitional affair between the new corporate organization and
the old Latin factory system. The strike involved nineteenthcentury issues: threats to pre-industrial Latin fringe benefits and
control of the work process. The 1901 strike, however, involved
78.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Corporations Bureau, Report of the
Commissioner of Corporations on the Tobacco Industry, Part I (Washington, 1909), 7; Stuart Campbell, The Cigar Industry of Tampa, Florida
(Gainesville, 1934), 45.
79. Tampa Morning Tribune, August 1, 1901.
80. Durward Long, “La Resistencia: Tampa’s Immigrant Labor Union,”
Labor History, VI (Fall 1965), 193-214; Durward Long, “Labor Relations
in the Tampa Cigar Industry, 1885-1911,” Labor History, XII (Fall
1971), 551-59.
81. George Pozzetta, “Italians and the General Strike of 1910,” in George
Pozzetta, ed., Pane e Lavoro: The Italian American Working Class
(Toronto 1980), 29-47.
82. Interview with Joseph Maniscalco, April 3, 1980, Tampa. Tape at the
Florida State Museum.
83. Interview with Paul Longo, June 12, 1980, Tampa. Tape at the Florida
State Museum.
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new participants: immigrants had organized La Resistencia, a
formal union, and capital had concentrated power into a Trust.
The 1899 affair served as a microcosm of Tampa society,
symbolic of an evolution from the nineteenth-century industrial
style to the more complex structures of the twentieth century.
Regulation, rationalization, and corporate management replaced
the values of an earlier society. The decade of the 1890s stands
out as the critical watershed for Tampa. By the turn of the
century, Tampa’s future had been set by a series of dynamic yet
disturbing events. War, racism, industrialization, finance capitalism, urbanization, and labor unrest had altered the city’s future.
By 1900 “the Queen of the Gulf” reigned as the urban-industrial
center of Florida, but many residents must have questioned the
price of such progress.
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